ENl0 STORY

Mick Broom

One of the most frequent questions asked about the Hesketh motorcycle
at the present time is about the " ENlO " conversions carried out to the
early models at various times during the last ten years, what follows I
hope will answer a few of these questions starting with a short history of
the bike.

The Hesketh motorcycle was conceived in 1978 at the Easton
Neston estate, the home of Lord Hesketh, with the prototype running in
the spring of 1980 with which was then a special Weslake engine
manufactured for the Hesketh machine. Research, development and road
testing has continued on the estate from that date to the present day. In
1981-2 a modem purpose built factory was set up to manufacture the
bikes in Daventy ( 15 miles to the north ) but unfortunately due to lack of
cash this, Hesketh motorcycles PLC., went into receivership and ceased
trading after manufacturing about one hundred V1000 models for the
home market.
The manufacture of machines continued back at Easton Neston
using the development team from 1982-4 under the name of Hesleydon
Ltd. who went on to develop the Vampire but when the general down
turn in the motorcycle market started to effect sales the decision was
made to cease general manufacture due to the high cost of the parts
together with the fact that we could not increase our volume to
implement proper production assembly methods. There was an
unproductive venture with Mocheck Ltd, a London retail shop, to
transfer the production to London but when this failed the operation
returned to the estate.

Since 1984 we have used the skill and knowledge built up in
the development team over the years to help other manufactures on
projects including testing and development of complete vehicles,
manufacture of parts and presentations all over the world. Our roots are
still with Hesketh motorcycles and we retain the capacity to assemble a
limited number of bikes, to order, and this we will continue to do while
people still want to own a classic.

The name ENlO was the identification given by myself to cover the
group of changes thought necessary to bring the engine as manufactured
by the Daventry factory to the level of performance achieved by the then
current development bikes. The difference was brought about by the fact
that during the closing period of the factory operation, for obvious
reasons, it was not possible to implement the improvements identified by
the development team at Easton Neston. ENlO itself stands for Easton
Neston one(0) or the first package of changes and this group was further
detailed as to the actual modification, That is EN1011 etc. This was later
joined by a E N l l which was the one piece air box and EN12 which
became the Vampire fairing model. The EN20 was a performance
package aimed at the battle of the twins which never progressed beyond
the evaluation stage.

After the close of the factory in 1982 Lord Hesketh together with
Bubbles Horsley and Peter Gaydon started Hesleydon and employed
what was left of the development team with the aim of the certification
of the V1000 so that it could be sold overseas, the development of the
fairing model (Vampire) and to help in anyway possible the owners of
V1000 machines (who had suddenly found themselves without the
services of the factory). And so the " ENlO " was born.

The original label ENlO has been accepted by the Hesketh owners as to
mean a engine that has been modified. Due to the fact that we have
carried on development, as soon as an improvement was identified it
was incorporated, the thing has grown and changed over the passage of
time to the benefit of the owners. Things have changed so much that it is
not now uncommon to ENlO an engine that has been ENlO converted. I
cannot now see any big changes being made to the latest package due to
safety and commercial considerations so the tale can now be told so that
the information can be of benefit to all.

What the following pages show are the original specification sheets
issued in 1982. Each panel was a separate sheet. It should be noted that
the main effort was in manufacturing new machines, both V1000 and
Vampires, these machines not only had the benefit of the modifications
but also new redesigned parts which included major items such as the
crankcases and cylinder heads so it was not possible to upgrade the older
engines to the latest " as new ", what was done was " as new " 1982 style
because everything that required changing was changed. A Hesleydon or
later engine cannot accept, or need, some of the parts listed. These
engines can be recognised by their numbers on the crankcase. Daventry
engines have the number stamped on top of the crankcase to the rear
under the back carburettor and started with several 050 (but that is
another story) to about 217. The Hesleydon or later engines have their
number on the front left hand engine frame lug
starting at
BHV 1000xxx500 (the xxx is the frame number).
SHEET 1

SPECIFICA TION ENlO
ENlO SPECIFICATION is intended to bring all Daventry produced Hesketh
motorcycles up to the latest engineering specification. The modifications include
improvements to cure existing problems and developments which were in progress in
the Development department.
M. BROOM.
Development Manager.

EN10/1 - Oil pressure secondary blow-off valve
EN10/2 - Pressure relief valve
EN1013 - Oil pressure control and cam feed
EN1014 - Engine breather system
EN1015 - Main bearings
EN1016 - Mainshaft location
EN1017 - Cam chain case to head fitment
In addition to these modifications the crankcases (both drive and timing side) are
machined to issue 12 to cure location and fitting problems. The cylinder heads are
inspected and adjusted. The gearchange is checked. The engine must be complete and
all parts in good condition.

SPECZFZCA TZON ENI O/I
OIL PRESSURE SECONDARY BLO W-OFF VALVE
NEW PARTS:
Dump valve plug
Dump valve spring
Split pin
Dump valve coupling
Valve body
'0' ring
Copper washer (2 off)
Ball bearing

EXISTING PARTS - MODIFIED:
Crankcases machined to 039 1 issue 12.

Result of modification - Stabilises oil pressure above main line pressure. Cures
initial start oil pressure problem and helps remove possibility of oil leaks due to
excessive oil pressure during initial running when cold.

SHEET 3
SPECIFZCA TZON ENI 012
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
NEW PARTS:
W091 1
Relief valve set bolt
W0910
Relief valve plunger
XI09 12
Relief spring seat
W0916
Relief spring
Result of modification - Silent relief valve operation, improved reliability and oil
pressure control.
NOTE :
When ordering this modification you must state if this is to be used with a standard or
ENlO specification oil system.

SHEET 4
SPECIFICATION EN10/3
OIL PRESSURE CONTROL AND CAM FEED
NEW PARTS:
Front cam chain case banjo union
XI091 7
Rear cam chain case banjo union
W09 18
Blanking plug - 7mm (2 oft)
0037
Blanking plug - 5mm (2 off)
W0921
Pipe clip - 18mm OD (4 off)
61108 1
1099
Banjo feed bolt
(2 off)
1100
Washer
(4 off)
Tee piece, cam oil feed
W0920

-

EXISTING CUSTOMER PARTS MODIFIED:
Oil cooler pipe
Timing side cover
Cam chain case covers (2 off)
Spray tube 00114/0579
Right hand side panel
Timing side crankcase
Result of modification - maintains improved oil pressure at low RPM when the
engine is hot. Assists the engine to remain oil tight. Increases the life of the big end
bearing and the reliability of the oil feed to the camshafts.

SHEET 5
SPECIFICA TION ENI 0/4
ENGINE BREATHER SYSTEM
NEW PARTS:
XI0923
Oil separator
1589
Upper breather pipe
W0924
Lower breather pipe
XI0925
Pipe clips (4 off)
-Tie rap
(1 off)

EXISTING PARTS - MODIFIED:
Horn and bracket displacement (fitted to the other side)
Results of modification - Stops oil contamination of the front air filter element.

SHEET 6
SPECIFICA TION EN10/5
MAIN BEARINGS

NEW PARTS:
XI0929
X10930

Drive side main bearing
Timing side main bearing

Direct replacement of present bearings. The bearings must be fitted by heating the
crankcases in water to 80 deg. C. and freeze the bearing outer in liquid nitrogen before
assembly. The bearings must not be assembled by using force.

EXISTING SITUATION:
DRIVE SIDE BEARING fit as standard (in steel housing)
Room
Temperature

0.026mm tight
0.007mm clear

Running
Temperature 100 deg.

0.007mm clear
0.020mm clear

TIMING SIDE BEARING fit as standard (in alum-bronze housing)
0.058mm tight
Room
Temperature 0.020mm tight

0.063mm clear
Running
Temperature l00 deg. 0.025mm clear

These tolerances allow the bearing to be free and spin when the motor is warm and
this can lead to failure of the bearing housing.

Result of modification - The modification ensures that the outer ring of the bearing is
held captive by the sleeves to prevent wear and failure.
Note:
The bearing sleeves may not be replaced as they are machined after fitting to the
crankcase, and if any wear is present in the bearing sleeve the modification will not be
effective.

SHEET 7
SPECZFZCA TZON ENI 0/6
MAZNSHAFT LOCA TZON
NEW PARTS:
0048
Mainshaft drive side shim
0049
Mainshaft timing side shim
EXISTING PARTS - MODIFIED:
Non - direct replacement. The existing shim thickness must be determined before
supplying this modification.
Results of this modification - Assists mainshaft location to improve clutch operation
and prevent shim failure. This modification should be carried out in conjunction with
crankcases brought up to issue 12 including adjustments to the mainshaft location
boss.
SHEET 8
SPECZFZCA TZON ENI 017
CAM CHAIN CASE TO HEAD FITMENT
NEW PARTS:
035 1
'0'Ring
055 1
Base gasket
0558
'0' Ring
0290
'0' Ring
0560
Spacers
0559
Washers
612004120 A.S.H.
612017125 A.S.H.
61217411 5 Helicoils

(8 off)
( 2 off)
( 4 off)
(2 off)
(8 of0
( 8 off)
(8 off)
(1 0 off)
(10 off)

EXISTING PARTS - MODIFIED:
Cam chain case to issue W 0 8 9 6
Cylinder head to issue W 0 8 9 7
Location dowel re-work 210543
Fixed chain guide re-work
Result of modification - Allows cam chain case assembly to float on head fixing to
seal the face joint between cam chain case and crankcase. When this modification is
carried out with EN10111213 it cures the oil leak in this area.

Looking back in time to these early sheets, with the problems then
known, it was a major improvement for the engine with basic
requirements like the oil system beginning to work a lot more
satisfactory and all this being achieved under the usual instruction of 'you
can do anything you like so long as it does not cost anything and you do
not change anything'. The obvious question arises, why did a new
motorcycle fresh from a factory require all this work after being sold as a
up market quality product. The short answer is lack of adequate funding
which led to lack of resources and the factory being forced into decisions
based on survival with very great pressure from all to deliver bikes.
Added to this was the fresh problems due to the different parts and
assembly method used at the factory and the ultimate inspectoritester the
customer entering the arena and the result was interesting to say the least,
for those who lived though it.

The most valuable asset of any company is its skilled workforce and
Hesketh's over the years have been very fortunate in having lads
involved not just for the technical ability but mainly for the enthusiasm,
getting the job done and done as well as conditions allowed. All have
contributed to the ENlO package over the years but I must mention Bany
Wilson for his work on the pistons and later Gany Sanders for work on
the crankcase.

One thing you learn very quickly in the development game is that when
you have solved ' the problem ' another will take its place. This chain will
only end due to an unrelated, in engineering terms, factor. Very simply
our job is to make a mechanical assembly perform better by removing the
weakest link, this then exposes the next one and off we go again, usually
until the money runs out or we achieve our goal. The Hesketh motorcycle
is no exception to this so the ENlO has evolved through stages to the
present day. What follows is a note of the changes in approximately the
order that they took place from the original sheets to 1993.

The first ENlO was to address three main areas of concern; oil pressure
control, main bearing fit and oil leaks at the base of the cam chain case. I
am no different to anyone else so I will start with the easy one, the main
bearing fit. When development is frozen for production one of the many
jobs is to update and check all the drawings, no small job which is helped
by specialist supplier advice where possible. When checking the
tolerance on the machined holes for the main roller bearings in the
crankcase the bearing supplier recommendations were incorporated in
the new drawings.(See specification sheet EN1016) Unfortunately these
were cold tolerances, nobody told them it gets hot! The result was the
bearings becoming loose when the engine was started and the
economical solution being to copper plate the outside of the bearings
with larger internal clearances to give the correct tolerance when cold.

The only thing that could be said about the oil pressure control system
was that if you connected an oil pressure gauge it made a dam good rev
counter! 0 -130 lblin* pressure not being out of the question. As our
target oil pressure was 20 - 60 lb/inq a solution was required. We really
had two problems low pressure and high pressure which was brought
about by the design of the first system. Basically the oil pump picked up
oil from the sump and delivered it through the filter to the big end
assembly and camshafts which then returned by gravity to the sump. The
excess oil pressure was dumped through a blow off valve to pipes which
routed through the oil cooler and gearbox before ending in the sump. The
low pressure was caused by the feed to the camshaft taking too much oil
for the pump to supply when hot and the high pressure was due to the
thick oil, when cold, having a high resistance in the oil cooler and pipes
so not allowing the dump valve to work as the pressure at the exhaust
side of the valve was considerably higher than the 60lb/in* set at the
valve. The sketch on the next page might make it easier to understand.
The solution was to use the dumped oil to feed the camshaft and like all
good solutions looks obvious and simple but requires both detailed and
major modifications for its success.
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The sketch above shows the early system with its very wide variations in
oil pressure while below is the modified version which cured the
problem. In fact the only trouble since its introduction on the pressure
side has been the Italian made oil pressure sender switch which has
caused many a heart to jump when its failure switched the oil warning
light on.

MODIFIED OIL PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM
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In the modified system the oil line to the cams and oil cooler are
maintained under a pressure of about 5 - 10 lblin* by the second valve to
lubricate the cams and gearbox without the restrictions previously used.

The early engines readily leaked oil from the joint between the cam chain
case and the crankcases. It had been held in check during the
development period by basically the skill of the engine builders but even
under these controlled conditions it was found necessary to use a gasket,
helicoils, gasket sealer and careful assembly. When the factory started to
assemble the motors it was clear that a better way had to be found. The
problem in common with a few others was caused by a tendency to play
safe and over engineer components in the mistaken belief that big and
strong is best and while there is no doubt that this gives the engine its
character, quality is better achieved through good design. The cam chain
case, itself an impressive casting for a chain cover, is securely bolted to
the cylinder head by six bolts(it used to be eight) and held to the
crankcase by another five bolts. The result of this was that it took a long
time to remove but more seriously it still leaked oil . The problem
stemmed from the fact that the cylinder head and barrel assembly ran a
lot hotter than the cam chain case which was stuck out in the wind and so
the different expansion would pull the case away from the crankcase at
the base every time the engine got hot. It was not helped by the internal
oil line which could reach pressures of 130 lblin*. This was solved by
letting the cam chain case float on the cylinder head, it is held by spacers
through four bolts to maintain a gap of 0.003" - 0.005". This gap can be
sealed with '0'rings and non-setting sealer.
Having stabilised the oil pressure system it was noted the given the right
circumstances such as hard braking after a sustained high speed run the
oil pressure would dip due to the oil pick up in the oil tank sucking air.
This was not helped by the factory opening out all the oil drain holes in
the crankcase and letting the oil slosh about. We had to stop the transfer
of oil under braking inside the oil tank. This was done by restricting the
holes and adding baffles where required.
To give you an insight into how these design alterations were arrived at;
you first established the true problem with the cause and this was
followed by a possible solution which was then tested until it gave a
satisfactory result before it was implemented. With this last problem
because I could not see what was happening to the oil and the fact that
any change to the baffle arrangements required a complete engine strip, it
could have been a long job. It was solved by making holes in a scrap
crankcase so I could see into the oil tank, covering them with clear
plastic and assembling the dummy engine, this was then filled to the
correct level with oil that had the correct viscosity for the engine oil at
running temperature and then adding a red marker dye. This was then

nailed to the van floor, the van was driven at 40 m.p.h. when two things
happened , the driver hit the brakes and as I slid past the engine I would
take a picture of the crankcase with the Polaroid camera. This gave two
results the first being black skid marks on the drive at the Easton Neston
estate which thankhlly I did not get the blame for and the other being
splendid pictures of just what was happening to the oil, so in a very short
time the best solution was arrived at, which was then tested on the road.
Some alterations were made due to the information from observations
when the engines where taken apart, and the cylinder combustion shape
change came into this category, but having to turn the pistons around
because the pin offset was the wrong side, while resulting from this,
definitely falls into the 'screw up' category. Piston design is a very
specialised thing and normally left to the experts who obviously did not
realise that the engine runs backwards. The pin offset is there to silence
the piston noise and so when corrected this led to changes in the tappet
clearances as you could now detect them.

TAPPET CLEARANCES ( COLD)
INLET VALVE CLEARANCE
EXHAUST VALVE CLEARANCE

-

0.001 " to 0.002" (0.025/0.05mm)

-

0.001" to 0.002" ( 0.025/ 0.05mm)

These clearances are a lot closer than before but give no problem because
we now hand lap all the valve seats so there is little change to the settings
between checks, unless you over rev the engine which sometimes results
in stressed valves, requiring a tappet reset. The reason for the big change
(they used to be 0.006" and 0.008") is that the noise ramp on the cams
are 0.004" and so the old setting completely missed them, these old
settings being set for maximum power. It should also be noted that the
clearances increase when the heads gets hot.

,

The next item to undergo surgery was the rear wheel assembly, this was a
case of trying something to see what happens and then wondering why
you had not done it a lot sooner. The transmission always suffered
gearbox clatter when the bike was run slowly in top gear, basically the
....
.:..:layshaft-picks up.the engine reversals which is not helped by the high
' 1'.
gear ratios used. 'Not wanting to lower the gearing (it is to high. for
.
. .
London, a n d any serious performance figures, but on the open road it
.
.
feels just great) the first thing I tried was to increase the inertia in the
flywhkel and while this was a success it cost so much to do it was not the
solution. The rear wheel was receiving attention due to the fact that the
. bolts'holding the sprocket and cush drive occasionally came loose or
sheared off damaging the swinging arm. This was caused by the sprocket
driving the wheel through these bolts so a driving hollow dowel was
fitted with complete success. While the wheel was in bits, why not try a
softer cush drive rubber, the result was the ability to run the engine up to
500 revs lower in the gears for very little cost, if you modify the standard
cush drive rubber as the sketch below.
,
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REMOVE S E T E N T

-

CUSH DRIVE RUBBER

One thing you should always check is the carburettor. Dellorto set the
carburettors with a large (165) main jet in the front and a smaller one in
the rear (155), this should be reversed putting the larger jet in the rear
carburettor. It is also worth while richening the mixture on the needle
position and if you are into good M.P.G. back off the accelerator pump
(this unfortunately requires special kit).

The rear cylinder always runs hotter than the front one, the reason being
less air across the fins and less oil due to the fact that the flywheels run
backwards to the normal sense so most of the oil in the crankcase goes to
the front cylinder. This had limited the fit of the piston to barrel ( too
little and it would seize up) which in turn had given oil control, noise and
general piston problems from the start. If the piston could be run cooler
advantages could be had. An increase in air cooling was not possible so
oil cooling was used in the form of drilling a small hole through the
conrod to the big end assembly and pointing towards the exhaust side of
the crown of the piston, this did the trick by squirting oil at one position
of the crank from the big end supply. This was only possible due to the
modifications already carried out to the oil system so giving an adequate
supply of the black stuff.
The conrod modification allowed the reduction of the piston to bore
clearance. As new from the factory this clearance was 0.0065" which
after running could open out to 0.0095" due to the short stroke and short
piston skirt so the fact that it could now be reduced to 0.0035" on the
front cylinder and 0.0045" on the rear was very welcome in terms of both
noise and oil consumption with the longer term benefits of less wear on
the piston and less carbon build up. It also meant that the squish area
could now be more affective, by reducing the squish gap, so agitating the
gas in the combustion chamber before firing. Work on this is necessary if
progress is to be made towards running on cheap or unleaded petrol.
There was always one area where it could not be guarantied that a slight
oil leak would not appear and that was on the top of the crankcase
between the cylinder barrels. The reason being the bolt position and the
fact that all the load from the two cylinders act through that part of the
cases resulting in slight relative movement of the face joints. This was
addressed in the first ENlO by the fitting of a '0' ring seal which in 75%
of the cases cured the problem, but due to the face movement, was not
successful every time. To add to the problem the bolt which was trying to
keep the cases together at this point was a long one so suffered from
working loose due to the thermal expansion of the alloy cases against the
steel bolt even though a helicoil was assisting. The final solution was a
larger and much shorter bolt machined through the cases from the drive
side with the advantage of being able to check tightness with ease not
that, so far, it has been necessary to re-tighten it.
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Further to the rear cylinder conrod modifications it has been found
necessary to supplement the oil cooling effect and increase the
lubrication to the rear cylinder in certain engines that are used hard in hot
countries or long motorway use. This is done by an extra oil feed to the
rear cylinder itself from the oil return to the gearbox. The cylinder at the
bottom of the stroke receives little cooling as it is inside the cases and as
the oil gets hotter matters get worse. The thrust face of the piston is also
the exhaust side so has a hard time and the conrod oil modification
because it is directed to the inside of the piston is predominant in cooling
the piston crown, it does little to help lubricate. The extra oil feed is
introduced to the outside of the barrel, inside the crankcases at the
bottom where it flows around the liner cooling it until it reaches the front
exhaust face where it is expelled directly through two holes on to the
thrust face of the piston so lubricating and cooling at the same time.
Occasionally when this modification is carried out a breather is also fitted
in the top face of the crankcase between the cylinders.
The best pistons for the engine are the Marle thermal expansion type but
due to the volumes involved these have not been available for some time
so the standard pistons are still used. It is beneficial to change the piston
cam turning to give more clearance on the sides of the piston, add to this
the correction for the piston offset with machining of the valve pockets,
squish clearance adjustment to the piston crown together with the
removal of all sharp edges a modified chamfer and polish, finally honing
the barrel to suit and you can see just on this one item, of which there are
two, the time and effort required and the changes that have taken place
with little outside evidence over the years under the simple heading
'EN10' .

I have not mentioned the smaller items like removing the fixed cam chain
support pins and replacing them with alloy blanking plugs to stop any
chance of a oil leak or changing the direction and size of the gearbox
spray tube holes so that they actually spray at the correct parts, because
to go into such detail would mean a lot more typing and as I only use one
finger this might never get finished.

I hope the preceding information is useful to you and allows you to
obtain more enjoyment out of owning a Hesketh motorcycle and wish
you safe journeys.
Mick Broom
Easton Neston
Copyright March 1993
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ADDRESSES ;
HESKETH OWNERS CLUB.
CHAIRMAN - Dave Killner
13 Abbey Close,
Sawtry,
Huntingdon,
Cambs PE17.5UG. 01487 832109

BROOM DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING.

VESKETQ

Sales, Spares and Service -

Hesketh works
Tunveston Airfield
Brackley,
NN13 5YD.
01280841842
Emnil
Broom.engineering@btinteet .coin
Web Page http://www.broom.engineering.btinternet.co.uk

USEFUL INFORMATION

-

GENERAL

ENGINE ;
Air cooled 90 degree V-twin
95mm Bore by 70mm Stroke 992cc Displacement
Standard build 79 to 82 bhp. at crankshaft ( Best build 86 bhp )
Fuel consumption
brains removed type riding 20 M.P.G.
steady touring
50 M.P.G.
Oil pressure - 20 - 65 lblin*
Main line pressure set at 60lb/in* (factory set)
Secondary oil line pressure Slblin* (factory set)
Dynamic compression test - min. 130lb/in* ( both cylinders within 20% )
Ignition timing - 22 degrees advance at 3000 RPM.(set with strobe)
34 degrees advance at 5000 RPM plus

OWNER TIPS ;
Always fit a sealed type rear chain
Always balance the carburettors with a vacuum gauge
Always ensure a healthy fully charged battery before trying to start the
motor.
.Remove the float bowls at least every service and clean out ( if dirty also
clean the tap filters ).
When storing the bike for a period Drain the carburettors, Charge the
battery and remove the main fuse.
Ensure that the tyres are correctly inflated,
Front 321b/in* Rear
361b/in*
Do not trust old tyres.
Always switch off the fuel when the engine is not running.
The above tips cover the most common problems we come across when
servicing the bikes but the general guide lines are in the owners manual.
If you have a query just give us a call.

